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The Maritime Center Creates
Next Generation of 4KCHANGER-TC2
Taiwan International Ports Corporation (TIPC) belongs
to Taiwan Maritime and Port Bureau and it provides
business and warehouse facilities for global and
regional container shipping firms. The conference
room regularly hold report and update meetings to
the management. They mostly use notebook
computers to present data in the meeting; however,
due to limited budgets, some notebook computers
are out of age while others are the latest version. To
reduce the number of cable used and keep the room
tidy, they were looking for a multi-signal input device that has a chip inside to convert
different format data to HDMI which connect to its existing EPSON projector on the ceiling.

The Taiwan Maritime Center deployed aegis 4KCHANGER-TC2 in this project as the model
meets the needs. However, the size of 4KCHANGER-TC2 did not fit in the existing table
outlet box as it has its own cover lid. To solve the problem, aegis engineer has to remove
the cover lid to fit in the outlet box. Such outlet box is commonly designed as a part of
office table furniture and to fit in such outlet box, the RD team of 4KCHANGER-TC2 has
evaluated the flexibility of its assembling method and hardware design in order to expand the
device application range.
As the result, the next generation of 4KCHANGER-TC2 is on the
way and has also optimize functions such as adding a power plug, local output and features in
touch panel instead of push button.
The New Generation of 4KCHANGER is scheduled to be launched in the Q2 of 2021 !
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Allow 4 different source, Analog Audio & Video, VGA+3.5mm audio, mini DisplayPort, HDMI input and
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USB-C convert to HDMI via Cat6 cable connect to the Receiver.
Support distance up to 60M.
User is able to charge their devices through USB-A and USB-C(5V2A)
Support Ethernet by-pass function.
Input source auto-detect function
110V-240V Power Socket (Pass through)
Resolution is up to 4K2K@60Hz.
LED light indication with touch panel.
One HDMI Local out
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